
 

Q&A with SA director Michael Matthews on Oscar-
nominated film Love and Monsters

South African film director Michael Matthews has garnered an Oscar nomination for the Hollywood film Love and Monsters,
a mind-blowing apocalyptic adventure that has been described as 'one of the best surprises of 2020'. The film was
nominated for Best Visual Effects at the 93rd Academy Awards, which was held in Los Angeles on 25 April 2021.

Born in Durban, Matthews studied filmmaking at City Varsity in Cape Town, before co-founding the Be Phat Motel Film
Company with writer/producer Sean Drummond. He went on to make his directorial debut with Five Fingers For Marseilles,
a contemporary South African Western that premiered at the 2017 Toronto International Film Festival to high acclaim,
winning five African Movie Academy Awards, including Best Film, Best Film in an African Language and Best First Feature
Film by a Director. It was also a New York Times Critics Pick and attained worldwide distribution, setting Matthews on the
path to directing his second feature, Love and Monsters, and his first Oscar nomination.

Michael Matthews

Matthews chats to Daniel Dercksen about Love and Monsters and being a filmmaker.

You must be on top of the world as a South African filmmaker with Love and Monsters conquering cyberspace
with its Netflix release.

It’s been really awesome to finally get the film out there and have the world see it. And the response has been even more
positive than I expected.
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Why do you think Love and Monsters has been such an instant success?

It has the recipe for a fun adventure. A charming and charismatic main character, humour, a unique monster world and a
lot of heart. I think its positive outlook and optimism are also something people want to see at the moment.

How did you get involved with the project?

After Five Fingers for Marseilles, I got agents and managers in the US and then read a lot of scripts. I especially loved this
one and connected with the producers and executives at Paramount, even though it was a really big jump in scale from my
first film. To ‘win’ the job as director, I did a very elaborate visual presentation of my vision for the film, which got me on as
director.

Was it an easy process from page to screen?

It was a lot of work to just get to the point where the film was greenlit and happening. About eight months of back and forth,
planning, budget cuts and script work. The shoot itself was very ambitious with the resources we had, even though it seems
like a big budget, but I loved it. Building the sets, creating the creatures, bringing the character to life with Dylan O’Brien; it
was awesome even though it was very challenging.

What inspired you during the shooting of Love and Monsters?

My love for films like Jurassic Park and Back to the Future. While on set, I’d often listen to music from my favourite films
grow up and just get really excited that I’m making that type of film. The collaboration with Dylan was also really rewarding
because he’s truly talented. We’d laugh a lot and come up with great ideas in the moment, and we really got each other
through the hard times.

Five Fingers for Marseilles - A contemporary South African western
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My main focus was for the film to feel tangible in terms of the adventure and monsters. Although I wanted it to have life and
vibrancy, I didn’t want it to feel fake. I don’t want to make artificial sets of forests etc., I wanted to make sure the adventure
felt like we were moving through real places, and Joel Dawson was swimming in a real river or rolling around in real muddy
swamps. You can feel that difference.

It was the same natural approach to the cinematography and lighting. Similarly, with the monsters, I wanted to make sure it
looked like you could touch them and they'd be slimy, with bits of sand and leaves on their ‘skin’.

As well as making sure the monsters were well integrated into their environments, like the frog in the algae, slimy swimming
pool or how the centipede creature comes up out of the ground. This world is now their habitat and it should feel like that.
Our world is now a mutated creature ecosystem with nests, eggs sacks, webs and hives.

View this post on Instagram

A post shared by Michael Matthews (@michael_t_matthews)

”Love and Monsters has an awesome visual sensibility. Tell me about how your vision was translated.
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With films like Love and Monsters and Godzilla vs Kong, it emphasises an important function of filmmaking:
escapism! Although it provides loads of escapism and first-rate entertainment, it has humanity at its core, poignantly
and relevantly reflecting our human condition, particularly with the world gripped in the fear of a pandemic.

Definitely! With bigger entertainment films, I feel like the themes you deal with the need to be very human and globally
relatable.

In L&M, there’s a message about facing your fears and learning about yourself by doing that. Following ‘love’ even if it
takes you out of your comfort zone, will open the world up and you will learn and experience more. Following fear, you will
not grow or have a positive effect on the world and those around you.

That would be the connection to the pandemic for me; the world is very focused on fear, specifically through the media,
and that won’t lead to anything good.

Personally, I also really like how Joel is never an alpha-type male. He never sees himself as the big hero, even when he is
one at the end. He’s sensitive, passionate, insecure and open-hearted, and not your typical adventure hero, and I think it’s
really important to have different personalities for youth to admire.

How do you see the state of filmmaking in South Africa at present?



There’s a lot of potential to create and find an audience with the new streaming platforms but also just with YouTube and
free-to-view online platforms. You can make something digitally and put it out there for people to see, which can create a lot
of opportunities.

There are great new and up and coming filmmaker voices in SA. There are extremely talented crew and facilities. But there
are a lot of challenges in trying to grow the industry.

Countries like South Korea, France and Australia have strong local paying audiences that fuel their industries. It’s very
difficult to do the same thing in SA. So budgets have to be very low for specifically local films, which makes it difficult to
sustain as a career, although some people have managed to find the balance.

Finding ways to partner with other countries, and find bigger audiences seems like the best way to continue growing local
films. Whist still servicing big international productions to boost industry and keep crews working and paid. As well as
continuing to make the very low budget SA films as opportunities to find and empower new local voices.

With most films being released in cinemas and on a digital platform, it seems a great bonus for filmmakers.
I think the TV series space is where there is so much more opportunity now. The world is consuming so much more content
than ever because of the different streaming channels. And a lot of it is really good. There’s an opportunity for more unique
and specific cultures, stories and points of view that didn’t really exist a few years ago.

Have you always wanted to be a filmmaker? Where do you think it started for you?
My dad loved movies and talking about them, so a big inspiration definitely started there. Jurassic Park was a huge turning
point when I was 10 years old, of being just blown away by a film and a world brought to life. I also had an Indiana Jones
hat and whip around the same age and would swing from trees with it. The first CD I bought was a John Williams
(composer: Jaws, Star Wars, Indiana Jones) score compilation, that I’d run around to and imagine I was in a movie.

What do you enjoy about being a filmmaker?
Creating things that don’t exist in a new way. All the filmmaking elements excite me, working with actors, wardrobe, set
design, storyboarding, cinematography, sound design, score, VFX. The craft of creating a film world, whilst being
emotionally connected to all the beats of the story journey.

Love and Monsters is now available for streaming via Netflix.

Read more about the latest and upcoming films.
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